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_Introduction

*
This study compares present university admission require-

ments and adhievement levels upon seconthxy_school_graduation
in the United States,: the Soviet Union, Francei_Japan and_West
Germany. It argues that_the_apparently_simpIe_rak'S_of_compar-
ing AdMission_standards_is_extremeiy complex and that only com-
parison of underlying structures and educational values of each
nation are useful for policy questions for U.S. educators.

Many of the recent national reports--the "Nation at Risk"
for example--produce an underlying hope that the educational
crisis in the U.S. can be remedied_by_shopping at other nation's
educational system. The report suggests, that we only need to
pick out the raisins of each system, mix them together, give
them an American flavor and we will get successful educational
reforms. Recently, the California Round Table of Educational
Opportunity requested a comparative report_on universtty ad7
mission and secondary school exit requirements_in Japan, the
Soviet_Union4 France, Germany and the United States. What do
we learn from such a comparison? What relevant policy questions
are useful for the U.S. education syatem?

To avoidisiMplified interpretations of educational require-
ments and achievements, this study_emphasizes the_structural_and
cultural_differencea_in the education_systems of the five cowl,
tries under discussion This reportiis divided into three parts.
The:first section describes university admission requirements in
each,country. When necessary, references will_be made to the
particular structure-and nature of each country's overall_
education_system. The second_part_describes_each_country's high
school_graduation requirements in_mathematicsi_science_and
foreign_languages. _Some_case_studies_of_high school exit
examinations_will be presented and findings in the literature on
comparative testediachievement levels upon colapletion of highi
school are reviewed. The data,are-drawn from:reports prepared
for the International Association for the Evaluation of Educa-
tional AChievement, _the_Organization_for_Economic_Cooperation_
and_DevelopmentJOECD), the European_Institute of Education and
Social Policy, and the National Commission on,Excellence in,
Education._ _The conclusions_highlight the usefulness as well
as the_problems of comparative studies of various countrieS'
education systems for polidy makert.

An earlier version of this paper was prepared for the California
'Round Table on Educational Opportunity (1984).
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University Admission Requirements

University admission in France, Japan, the Soviet Union_and
the Federal Republic of Geliny requires the successful passing
of the upper-secondary_schooL which includes an extensive
mandatory final examination.: In:France and Germany,:high school
graduates who pass this examination_(Baccalaureat and_AbiturLare
officially eligibIe_to enter all universities._ Japan_and_the
Soviet _Union have separate university entrance examinations._
These examinations are closely tied to the academic achievements
required of_high school_students, unlike the ScholaStio Aptitude
Tett (SAT) in the United StilteS, which tests aptitude.

Pal

Probably the most notorious of all university admission
requirements are the Japanese UniversitT Entrance Examinations.
Thomas Rohlen, in his book JapaiOs High Schools (1983), calls
them a "national obsession." Higher education in Japan consists
of public and private universities, junior college,:, and higher
technical colleges. (Figure 1 depicts the Japanese education
system.) Applicants for the most prestigious public national
universities must take three_stages of examinations to_move_from
secondary schools to universities. First, the First Stage
National Common Test, which is a standard screening examination,
must be taken. It comprises 7 subjects (Japaneoe, English,
mathematics, twa_social science and two natural science subjects)
and is roughly comparable to the United States' SAT. Those who
successfully pass this test are allowed to take an essay type
examination (Second TeSt Examination) administered by a
particular national university. The final judgment is made by
integrating the grades on these two examinations. The quality of
the universities differs enormously and so do their examinations,
which last two days; A student cannot apply to nore than two
public universities because examination schedules overlap.

Each private university writes its own examination and
administers it_once a_ year on its own campus. These examinations
encompass three or four subjects and measure the abilities and
aptitudes required by that particular university, Afttr the
Written examination, the candidate is then interviewed by the
department to which he or she applied. The examination schedules
for private universities do not overlap; hence, a student may
apply to many private universities.

The Second Text Examinations and the private university
entrance exams consist of two parts: a compulsory section and an
elective section. Each_department specifies the choices its
applicants have. The compulsory subjects are mathematics,
English, and Japanese. Mathematics and literature are divided
into several decrees of difficulty, according to the particular

4
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Figure 1: The Educational SyStem of Japan
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relevance:for the department to which the student has anplied.
For example, science, medicinei and engineering_students are
heavily tested_ in mathematics and science and in one social
science topic of their cl..oice; Half of their total score will
come from their score in math and science._ _Applicants for the
humanities, education,_social sciences, and law are required to
take all tests in social studies and Japanese, but they are
allowed to skip the_most difficult math section and are required
to_take only one science of their choice; Consequently; all
students must concentrate on mathematics, English, Japanese, and
rust also:specialize toia,degree in:either science or social
!xience, depending on their career intent:.ons. According to
Rohlen (1983),_it _is not possibIe_to_change departments once
accepted by a university. Changing universities means beginning
again as a freshman;

The exam questions of the First Stage National Common Test
are primarily short-answer and multipIe-choice questions.
Proficiency in writing and speaking a foreign language is not
tested. Emphasis is on mastery of facts, control over details,
and practiced skill in the application of mathematical and
scientific principles. The exams are not designed to test
aptitude and they are based on nationally standardized public
school curriculum. In the United States, on the contrary,
students are admitted on the basis of achievement and their
assumed potential as measured by the SAT. Moreover, the SAT is
oriented towards university. requirements.

In i48O, 90% of Japanese youth graduated fror high school
and 53% of them applied to one or_ more institutions of higher
learning. The number of successful candidates represented 38% of
all the young people in comparable age_groups nationwide, the
second_Iargest percentage after the United States (75%). The
=petition to enter a prestigious university is extremely great.
Only 10% of all eligible high school graduates take the First
Stage National Common test. The rest of the students (about 90%)
take the Private University Examinations. For example, at the
prestigious Tokyo University, 33% of the successful applicants in
1980 had taken the test a second time and 10% of the students
took it three times or more. The most successful candidates
attended "cram schools" and did about five hours of homework a
day for at least three years before taking_the exam. In Japan,
the students' performance during two days of testing -- after 12
years of schooling -- decides whether the students will be
allowed to enter the university, which in turn determines the
direction of their future lives.

Soviet Union

In the Soviet Union, students who pursue a higher education
must have completed their secondary education. Secondary schools
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may provide a_general_education,_ vocational-_technical education
or_specialized education; The completion of secondary schools
comes after 10 years of schooling; compared to 12 years in Japan
and:the Uni:ediStates and 13 years in France and Germany.
Stbdents are chosen on the basis of competitive_entrance _

examinations and secondary school grades; Soviet universities'
entrance examinations are designed to measure achievement; rather
than aptitude.

Soviet students choose their field of specialization before
entrance to a university, as is the case_in Europe and Japan.
They apply to_a specific department rather than to the university
as a_whole; The Soviet system of higher education is comprised
of 62 universities, 68 polytechnical institutes., and other 712
specialized institutes. (Figure 2 depicts the_general structure
of the Soviet educational system.) There are_full-!time day
institutions for students under 35 years of age iand evening
correspondence study programs :without age restriction.: At
individual institutions formUlate their own examination
questions, they_can vary theirAmm_standards of admission_as_is
the case in Japan. DepencUng_on the_institutioni examinations
are required in three to five ofithe following subjects» Russian
language and lirature, mathematicsphysics, chemistryhistory,
geography, and fo.reign languages. There are written and oral
examinations. Annual admissions quotas for each discipline
within each_higher education _institution are determined byithe
central government on the basis of a national demand schedule for
various specialists. Every application to:a university must be
accompanied With the applicant's personal documents. Thus, _only
one application_can_be made at_any one_time.__France_and__West
Germany_also set quotas for certain disciplines, but the quotas
are calculated by space-available at_each university. A 1.80
Stanford Research Institute International-study reports that
"takihq the USSR,at a Whole, quotas probwibly function as_a moL,?.
important determinant_of the overall academic dbility_of aII__
students_admitted_to the higher educational estabIishments_than
do entrance examinations, in that at those institutions that
receive relatively-few applicants compared with the naMber Of
places-available, less qualified students are adMitted so as to
fill the adMissions quotas" (p, 9).

While all students who have completed a secondary education
are eligible to apply to an institution of higher education, .

general secondary schools are essentially the training ground for
higher education. According to Joseph Zajda in lhis book,
Education_intheISSR (1980), those who are admitted scored
highest on the entrance examinations. Special concessions are
made to top secondary students who hold gold medals for academic
excellence; they need to pass only one examination.

In 1978, 97% _of the Soviet Union's youth completed the
IO-year secondary general school. Twenty five percent of them

8
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were admitted to higher education (National Economy of the USSR
in 1979, pp. 488, 499).

FranCe

In France, the general requirement for university admission
is successfully_passing the baccalaurgat. The baccalaurgat is
the reqUired,eXit eXail)inatiOn_taken at the end of the academic_
secondary school_IixEse)_after 12_7ears of schooling. Those who
pass_the Baccalaureat C and have a high grade point average,_("la
mention") may register in any department of a university. Higher
education consists of the universities, the grandes 4COles, and
the uhivet8ity InttitUtet Of_Technology__(IUT). (Figure 3 shows
the general structure of the_ French education system.) The
grandes-dco1es, which train high level personnel for government,
industry, and medical schools, administer rigorous competitiVe
entrance examinations. Before enteringi medical school, students
have to pass one year of pre-mediCal sChooling. Since school is
compulsory_from the age of: six, French students take the
baccalaureat at 18 years of age.

There are basically six different baccalaurd'ats, known by
lettert A, B, c, D and E, according to the focus of the secondary
school. "Bac A" focuses on literature, linguistics, and
philosophy; "Bac B" emphasizes economics and social sciences;
"Bac C" stresses mathematics and physical sciences; "Bac D"
focuses on natural sciences; and "Bac E" demands specific_
knowledge in industrial science and technology. Baccalauriats
B, C, D and E are general examinations; Saccalaurdat F is a
technical examination. Presently, there are many more
combinations of subjects possible. These examinations are
prepared by the Ministry of Education and are uniform throughout
the entire country.

To pass this examination, an average mark of 10 out of 20 is
required. The highest grade point average ("la mention") it 20.
It is nearly impossible to attain. Everyone who scores abolne 14
has more possibilities in terms_ of disciplines of _study and
choices_among types of higher education institutions. Students
with "Bac C" and a grade point average of 14 or above have the
most choices in terms of their direction of studies. If a
student passes "Bac E," he or she may enter science faculties at
the university and the University Institutes of Technology.

Admission to the _granolas 400les is doubly selective. Stu-
dents must have passed the baccalaureat, which allows them to
enter preparatory clasteS for the grandet dbolet. For two years,
these classes prepare students for the competitive examination
(concours) leading to entrance into a grande e6ole. There is a
hierarchy among these elite schools, both within a field of study

10
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and even more so among the different professions. Only students
who score very high gain admission to the most prestigious_
schools. Those students who fail the examination can enter the
third year of a _university, since the preparatory classes: are
equivalent to:higher education study; however, administratively,
these preparatory_classes are,part of the secondary education
system. The grandes ecoles only admit 5% of the total age group.

In _IsTe, 85% of the students who held the general
baccA1-anr4at and 51% who had a technical baccalaureat transferred
from secondary to higher education (Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development, 1983, p. 233). Altogether, 28% of
the 18=20 year old population entered higher education.

_ _In_sum, the basic French university entrance requirement iS
the baccalaurgat; Due to the constant increase in the nUMber of
students wanting to enter prestigious fieldsi_such as medicine,
pharmacology and dentistry, _an additional_ selection:process
lnumerus claususY is _employed. Each year, the number of
admissions in these,sUbjects is determined by,a central Office in
Paris; Faculty And departtents are increasingly de:winding a
baccalaurgat With a_strong mathematics_.component. In fact,
stUdents with_ the "Bac_C"__ option (mathematics and ph sical
science) and a high grade point average ars onside'ced perior
to others. They are also most likely to_continue in prep,.ratory
classes for the grandes gcoles. The particular fields of study a
ettdent hat cheiSen in secondary school largely_determine the
direction of his or her university study and later professional
life.

Federal Republic of Germany

In the Federal Republic of Germany, everyone who holds the
certificate of general qualification (Abitur) is allowed to enter
a university. There are no major differences in status among the
universities; therefore, there is no competition among the_
universities to get the best students, as is the case in the
United States and Japan. Higher education is free in West
Germany.

Higher education in West Germany consists_of 55 univer=
titida, 96 Fachhochschulen (oolIeges of technology or vocational
colleges)* 26 calIeges_of the arts, 12 technical colleges and 9
comprehensive universities (aesamthochschulen). (Figure 4 illut=
trates the German education system.) : With the exception of_the
theological :colleges* higher education _is state=controlled.
There is only one private_universityi an alternative medical
school_which_ _opened in 1983- Students who wantito enter the
Fachhochschuie must have graduated from a higher technical school
whichadministers a final: examination after 12 years of
schooling; Students must also have practical work experience.
All Other higher education institutions require the Abitur.
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Figure 4: The Educational System of the Federal Republic of Germany
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The Abitur must be taken at the completion of university _

preparatory schoolsAGymnasienY after .13_years of schooling. It

consists_of a written and an oral portion and, in some subjects
Cphysical_education,imusic, art, and the sciences)-, a portion
which includes practical demonstration of skill. Students take
this examination before an examination board at their school.
The examination questions are_ designed by the school_ and approved
by the Ministry of_Education of the particular State Only
Bavaria has-standardized exam questions; In effect, each school
has a slightly different Abitur;_therefore, it iS diffittlt to
compare France's baccalauréat with the Abitur.

Tbe traditional types of GymnasiPn may focus on modern
languages, mathematics and science, or the classics. In
addition, there are other types which emphasize social sciences,
economics, engineering and technical sciences, music, and
agriculture. In all cases, the Abitur requires a written
examination in German and mathematics. In the language-oriented
Gymnasien, written essay examinations are also required in two
foreign languages. In the other Gymnasien, written essay
examinations are given in one foreign language and in a subject
directly related_ to the school's academic emphasis,- such as
physics, economics, music and other subjects. Students must show
deep and broad knowledge in these subjects. Since 1970, students
are permitted to transfer from a higher technical secondary
school (Fachoberschule) to a university to study specific
subjects All students who enter higher_education apply to enter
a specific discipline rather than a particular university. All
studies lead to a diploma equivalent to an American Master of
Arts degree. In West Germany's higher education system, Bachelor
of Arts degrees are not awarded.

Because of the great increase in the number of secondary
school graduates, admission restrictions have been instituted for
certain popular disciplines. Since 1973, a central state agency
for student placement exists to allocate available places in the
universities. Applicants for such disciplines as medicine,
pharmacology, dentistry, psychology and biology are selected by
the Central Office of Admissions on the basis of tWo criteria:
grade average of the Abitur and time of waiting. Special quotas
exist for social hardship cases, for completing military service,
for foreign students, for students preparing for occupations for
which there is a special need, and for students transferring from
Fachhochschulen. In the case of medicine, only students with an
average_of 1.6 out of 6 points (1 being_the highest) in their
AbItur results are admitted to medical faculties. The others
must wait, sometimes for up to six years, for placement in a
University.

In 1978, about 97% of Gymnasium and higher technical school
graduates entered higher education. On the average, 95% of the
pre-university year students successfully pass thP Abitur,
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although only 20% of the total 20-22 year old popUlation
actually enter higher education. Compared with Japan, the Soviet
Union_and_Francei West_Germany_sends_the_lowest_proportion of
its youth to a_ university. However, all students who enter a
university receive the same quality of academic training and:
upon completion of their study they receive a degree equivalent
to a Master's degree at a United States university.

In summary._ passing the Abitar is the general university
entrance requirement in West_Germany._ In order to:cope with the
incLease in secondary school_graduates, additional adthissions
criteria:are utilized, including grade point average, waiting
timei and special hardshipIn_reality, the possible entrance to
the_university_is_decided as early as age IC) or 12 when:the
student_ chooses to enter a GyMnasium. In: addition, the
particular type of Gymnasium chosen :determines the student'S
later direction of Study and hia or her Choice of profession.

United States

In the United States, university admission requirements are
as diversified as the institutions to which the student applies.
In addition, high school curriculum requirements are not standard
throughout the country. In contrast to all the previously
described countries, open and selective university admission
policies coexist in the United States. In many institutions,
students are given the opportunity to prove their ability in the
college classroom, rather than being selected solely_on the basis
of their secondary school performance. A high school diploma or
an equivalent certificate is required. Other factors considered
in the admissions_processare secondaiy school grades, successful
completion of specific secondary school courses, scores on
achievement and aptitude tests, recommendations of high school
teachers, and interviews with college admissions officers. The
tests most frequently required_are the Scholastic Aptitude Tests
(SAT) and the College Board Achievement Tests. As _mentioned
earlier, the greatest difference between the German Abitur, the
French baccalaurgat, and the Japanese and Soviet university
entrance examinations and the SAT is that the SAT attempts to
assess general aptitude rather than achievement. Students do not
pass or fail the SAT.

In-1980, about 75% of_all high school graduates in the
United States entered a college or university._ In comparison to
the other countries_included in this study, the United States has
the highest proportion of 18-year-olds pursuing a higher
education. It also has the highest attrition rate. For example,
80% of those admitted to higher education establishments in the
Soviet Union complete their undergraduate education and receive a
diploma, while only about 55% of United States students who

15
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enroll in college receive Bachelor:of Arts or Bachelor of_science
degrees. In the United statet, jttt aS: ih the Other fOur
tottittiet0 the probability_of_entering_college at_all and,_in
particular, of_entering a competitive _field_within_a prestigious
college depends upon the type of subjects studied in high
school, the:quality of instruction in the high_ school, and
encouragement from_home, In addition, one's relltiVe Standing
Within the graduation class is important.

Another. difference (see Burns, 1962, p. 43) is that in the
United States individual teachers evaluate students against
educational standards that are_somewhat ambiguous. Standardt are
not eStablithed at the national level. In facts each teacher and
each School may have different standards.

Coaparing the Incomparable

Comparing: university adthission requirements is useful only
tO a litited degree. __There_are three_reasons_why_this is so.
First,_ _each education system has different underlying
philosophies,different educaticral structures,: and_curricula.
On_ the one extreme, Germany has a selective system:Where only a
tthall:prOportion_lf_a nation'_s youth_reaches the_point where they
are_allowed_to apply to a higher education_institution. In
Germany, onIy_22%_ of the students finish academic secondary
schools which provide nine_years of collegeipreparatory classes.
On_the other extremenearly :every stUdent in the United StateS
and_Japan graduates from high school, thereby fulfilling one
basic college entrance requirement.

Second, unequal entities are being compared. The five
nations' university admission requirements pertain to different
age groupt, which means students are at different developmental
stages. In the Soviet Union, students may enter a university at
age 17 after 10 years of schooling. In France and Germany,
students must have completed 13 years of schooling, the latt 7
years of which are comparable to college preparatory schools. On
the average, French students are 18 years old. German high
School graduates are 19 or 20 years old. In the United States
and Japan, students graduate from high school at the age of 18
and may enter a college or university after 12 years of school.
(Table 1 illustrates the percentages of various age groups
entering higher education.)

Third, admission policies are constantly debated and
frequently_revised. All industrialized nations underwent major
educational reforms in the 1970s; however, the available
literature does not necessarily include updated information on
admission policies.

Nevertheless, three general trends are evident among the
five hationt under Study. In recent years, more attention has'

16
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been focused on_obtaining high school diplomas or school-leaving
certificates with a high grade point average, rather than on just
fulfilling the basic requirements; Both the curricular content
of secondary school _courses and the grades obtained have become
important, _In recent years, all five countries have nnde efforts
to open higher education to those with qualities_not_oreviously
recognized as valid, either by implementing mew types of higher
education institutions University Institutes of Technology
(IUT) in France, the_Gesamthochschuleiin Germany, and many
evening and correspondence studies _in the Soviet Union) or by
establishing new entrance criteria (the technical. baccalaureat F
in France, the "limited" Abitur of the Fachobersrhnle in
Germany). During the last_ 15 years,_all five nations_have
started to employ two kinds of selection_ mechanisms: formal
requirements and additional selection devices and instraments.
These additional mechanisms inClude asking for more mathematics
as_is_the_case in France, considering the grade point average of
the Abitur in Germany, and giving preferences to_applicants from
schools in the same states as is done by the University of
California.
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High_ School_Graduation_Achievements

An interest in comparing required and attained achievements
in mathematics, science, . nd a_foreign language upon c=pletion
of high schoo_I_in industrialized_countries is understandable
because educators and policy-makers_want to find out how other
industrialized countries cope_with_the problems facing_them. In

comparing educational standards and outcomes,:one is fced with
many of the same difficulties as described in the previous
section. Curricula of different types of schools and achievement
levels of graduates of various ages are compared; _In addition,
secondary school graduation requirements within any one country
are_numerous. :One cannot hope tO get an accurate assessment of
students' academic_ attainment because _official curricular
requirements do not reveal what is actually taught by the
classroom teacher or what is actually learned by the students.

The literature that looks at required high school curricula
compares numbers of years a subject is studied in each country.
The underlying assumption is that equal amounts of particular
topics are covered in each country each year; however, the number
of hours each topic is studied each year differs_significantly.
Students in the Soviet Union go to school six days a week.
Japanese high school students do a considerable amount of
homework, possibly 4-5 hours daily. West Germany's Gymnasien
offers each subject only 2-4 hours a week.

The only studies which compare achievement levels in differ-
ent countries are large-scale studies of the International
Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA,
1962-1976). They are cross-cultural studies focusing on hcw
schools contribute to shaping the cognitive development of
children in different countries. Although the methods and
results of the studies were widely discussed and heavily
criticized, they are still used today to compare achievement
levels. _Most of_the reports presented to the National Commission
on Excellence and recent studies on foreign educational systems
refer to these IEA studies. Due to the lack of more accurate
material, the findings of the 1EA studies are presented to give
some information on comparative achievement levels.

This study focuses on mathematics, science, and foreign
language curricula of the Soviet Union, Japan, and West Germany.
The most detailed information available is on mathematics
education. At present, the only literature on the French
baccalaurgat requirements is in foreign languages and biology.
References.to the United States will pertain to course
requirements or to SAT scores.

Since the focus of this study is on the transition from
secondary to higher education, this report limits itself to

20
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secondary schools that_lead directly to university entrance. In
the daSe of France and West Germany, the entire sector of
upper-secondary vocational/technical schools is excluded.

MathematicsAchievement

Soviet Union

_ An SRI International study (1980, updated 1982) by Catherine
Ailes and Francis Rushing reports_that at the end_of the 10th
grade; Soviet students have completed four years Of algebra, titio
years of plane:geometry, and two years of calculus. By the end
Of the 8th grade,_ students have studied simple_experimentaI and
logarithmic functions and their,graphs;_ equalities and inequal-_
ities; exponents (integral and _rational); poly-nominals; rational
expressions; absoltte_and relative errors; linear:and qdadratid
evatiOn8; and digital computers. GeometrY, which_is actually
attdied Concurrently_with algebra, focuses on plane geometry in
grades 7 through_8;_a vectov-based approach is_used in grades 9_
and 10; The study of algebra and analysis includes caltulus_and
probability theory (Eckstein,_ Travers and Shafer, 1982). Thit
dtrriculum applies to all students in this grade.

The greatest contrast between_the_overall curriculum in the
United_States and Soviet Union is the_Soviet emphaaia On science
and mathematics_ and the grades at which thead dourses are
intrOdtded. (Figure 5 summarizes_ the Soviet curriculum for
grades_1710.) Findings from a sample survey_in the United States
show that over 56%_of_the United States school systems reqdire no
or only one mathematics course for graduation chatigiftg

enrollment patterns fOr courses in secondary schools in the
thated States do seem to_reveaL _more and better mathematics
training for some students. _These students generally complete a
calculus course and perhaps a course in probability and
statistics; For most students, the general level of_ edddation in
the United States seems to _include some training in general
Mathetatics, geometry' and algebra.

Ailes and Rushing, as well as Burn and Hurn in their report,
"An Analytic Comparison of Educational .76,Stema" (National
Commission on Excellence in Education, 1982), warn that the
mathematic-a/science orientation of the Soviet general curriculum
does not necessarily result in a high level of competency among
the total population. There seems to be a wide disparity in the
quality of_instruction between urban and rural schools (see R.
Dobson, 1982) and between Russian and non-Russian southern
republica. Further, the student/teacher ratios are 30-40
students for each teacher. Many schools have inadequate
facilities, particularly laboratories. Still, the literature on
the Soviet Union unanimously agrees that Soviet secondary achool
Students receive a far better preparation in mathematics than do
students in the United States. (See also Zajda, 1980 and Mathews,

21
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Subjects

Grades

Primary School

II III IV V

Eight=Year School

VI VII VIII

10=Yea
Cornplete
Secondary

S-ctiool

IX X

Total
Weekly
Hours

Russian language 12 11 10 4 3

Literature 2 2 2 2 3 3 18

Mathematics 6 6 66 6 5 5/4 57.5
History 2 2 2 3 4 3 18

Basics of Soviet 1 1

Government & Law

Social Science 2

Natural Science 1 2 1 4

Geography 2 3 2

Biology 2 2 2 1 2 11

Physics 3 4 4/5 15.5

Astronomy - - 1

Drawing 1 2

Forein language 3 2 2 1 1 14

Chemistry 2 10

Fine Arts . 1 1 1 6

Singing and Music 1 1 1 1 1 7

Physical Training 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20
Manual Training 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 24

Primary military
training

2 2 4

Total required
courses

24 24 24 27 29 29 29 30 32 32

Elective courses 2 13

Grand Total

Source: Courtesy of Professor Nicholas DeWitt, National Academy of Science, National Research
Council; forthcoming report on Science Education in the USSR:

Figure5 TYPICAL USSR GENERAL EDUCATION SCHOOL CURRICULUM
(GRADES 1-10). PROPOSED FOR 1980;81
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1982.1 Soviet education policy is oriented_ towards "a rapid
transformation of the economy to a scientific-technical base."
Consequently, the school curriculum emphasizes a narrow
specialization in math and tcience for all ttudentt.

Japan,

In Japan, just as in the Soviet Union, West Germany and
France, the curricula is prescribed by the_Ministry of EdUcetten.
All_Japanese piblic and private schools_have to fo1low it.
StddentS Who intend_to_take university entranc": examinations:have
to_complete three mathematics_courses These mathematics_courses
are offered in sequence and are not limited by the length of a
school year; Topics from _algebra, geometry, analysis,
probability, statistics:and di:Zerential and integrated calculus
are integrated tm a coherent system. In the United States,_
algebra I; geometry; and algebra IIare introduced step by step
and not integrated as in Japan and the Soviet Union. In Japan,
four weekly periods of 50 minutes each are devoted to tethetatiCS
in grades 7_through 9, six periods in grade 10, and 5 periods per
week in grades 11 and 12.

Eckstein; Travers and_Shafer describe an additional "Sci=
ence-Mathematics" program leading to specialization in natUral
Science and mathematics. In_the 11th and 12th grades; this
Sequence_is studied for 13 to 18 hours per week and includes
"actual experience in preparing programs for the computer,
running them and analyzing the results" (p. 32).

According to the IEA Mathematics Study, in 1964 Japan ranked
number one in terms of mathematics achievement both of
13-year-o1ds and seniors in high school in 1964 (see Table 2).
The Soviet Union was not included in this study. The literature
suggests that much of the success of Japanese mathematics educa-
tion LS due to the personal interaction between teachers and
students. Overall, it seems that the pace of mathematics
instmction is faster in Japan and the Soviet Union than in the
United States.

Federal Republic of Germany

At the erxi of Gymnasium, German students usually have
covered algebraic functions, differential and integral calculus,
statistics, probability and vector analysis. Starting at grade 5
or 7, mathematics is taught in an integrated way.

Since different types_of Gymnasien emphasize either_modern
languages; classics, or_math_and science, it is not possible to
give_a more detailed description about overall_ mathematics
reqUireMents. Moreover, each of the 11 Laender (states)
determines its own curricula.
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Table 2
Athievement in Mathematics 1:1, Thirteen-Year-Olds, 196o-1964

Nation Mean Coefficient of Variation

Japan 31.2 .542
Belgium 27.2 .541
Finland 24.1 .411

The Netherlands 23.9 .665
Australia 20.2 .693
England 19.3 .881

Scotland 19.1 164
France 18.3 .678
United States 16.2 .821

Sweden 15.7 .689

SOutCt:. Torst* Husen, ed.; Imematioral Study of Achievement in Mathematics: A Compari-
son of nvelve Countries, vol. (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1067), p. sz.
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The literature concludes that the Soviet UniOn and Japan
ando to a somewhat lesser extent,_Frence and west Germany_place a
high emphasis on mathematics instruction in colleoe preparatory
schools.

Science Achievement

Soviet Union

Science instruction in the Soviet Union also contrasts with
science education in the United'States. In:the So-iet Union,
biology is required two days per week in grades 5_through_10._ In
addition, students study _physics two days per week in_grades 6
and 7, and three, four, and fi7e hours per week in grades 8) 9

and 10; Chemistry is introduced in grade 7 and is taught twO
hours weekly through_grade 8. In,grades 9 and 10, chemistry
classes increase to three hours weekly. Astronomy is_required_in
grade 10._ The requirements in geography are equal to that of
biology, two hours per week over a period of five years (P. Dehart
Hurd, 1982); Soviet students have no choice in selecting science
classes; hence, all students are exposed to a Strong Science
curriculum.

United_States

Students in the United States choose among different science
courses. The most common science courses_offered in grades 7-9
are_ general science, earth science,_ life science, physical
science, and biology; The SPI International study_(1982) reports
that "generalecience is the only science course offered by mote
than 50% of all schools with grades 7-9. In grades:10=120 the
most frequently offered courses are _biology, chemistry and
advanced biology. However, only a few students take chemistry
and very few of only the most able students take physics" (p. 4);

Japan

_ In Japan, all students in grades_7, 8 and 9 tah.e_four hours
of science per week; The courses consist of introductory topics
in_biology, physics and chemistry._ In the standard senior high
schools (grades 10, 11 and 12)0 all students are required to take
five credits of physics, four of chemistry, four of biology and
two of earth science (P. DeHart Hurd, 1982). A credit ecuals 35
school hours.

Federal_ Republic_of Germany

In West Germany, biology, geography, physics
are required sUbjects in grades 5 through 11. As
dents are instructed in these sLljects two hours
Starting with grade 12, students have some choice

25

and chemistry
a rulei_stu-
per week;
in selecting
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science courses. They must elect one science subject (physics,
biology_or chemistry) and study it intensively six hours per_ week
for_at least one year. In additiOni they must choose anOther
elective course to study two hours per week. Electives may
include geology, astronomy, technology, statistics, or data
processing.

To_illustrate the level of_required_achievements an ctxample

of_biology questions of the Ahitur is presented; WilliamMeyer,
Director _of Biological Sciences Curricu1um_Study_(1982), reports
that_students who choose_to specialize in biology Are primarily
asked questions in:the field of geneticsoi biochemistry (enzyme
synthesis) and_ecology. "The questions_ give _pedigrees to work
out, request models to be sketched and provide quantitative data
with which to deal; _They are experimentally based andithe_stu-
dents must_demonstrate how they handle_data in deriving the
answers called for" (p. 52). For example,: one question asks
students to determine the order of a specific group of genes from
the data given and then to defend the answer in terms of the
procedures used.

France

The only information available on science requirements in
France is an example of baccalaurgat questions in biology. The
topics range widely from ecology, microbiology, cell biology,
endocrinology, physiology, genetics, neurophysiology,
spermatogenesis, electron microscopy, radioactivity, genetic
pedigrees to respiration. The students are asked to demonstrate
their abilities by interpreting experimental evidences, analyzing
experimental data, and formulating hypotheses. William Meyer
(1982) compares these examination questions to questions asked on
written preliminary doctoral examinations in the United States.
He infers from the questions that French students must be well
grounded in the discipline and able to organize information in
response to specific situations. He comments that "it is taken
for granted that the students will have sufficient written
command of the language and ability with it to provide a coher-
ent, legible, meaningful essay" (p. 46).

In summary, science is required of all students and at every
grade level in the secondary schools of the Soviet Union and
Japan. In France and West Germany, students have a choice of
electives for the last years of high school. Courses extend over
a period of several yearsi however, they rarely meet five days
per week as is the case in the United States. Paul DeHart Hurd
(1982) compares students in the United States who elect to take
three years ol! science in high school with students in the Soviet
Union, Japan, and West Germany, who take the required science
courses during three high school years. He concludes that, based
on the total number of class hours devoted to science in the
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Soviet Union, Japan and_West Germany -- .and France can easily be
included -- students in these nations .have approximateIy_three
times as many class hours of science asistudents in the _United
States. DeHart Hurd_ further notes that teathers in these
countries emphasize the interconnectedness between science
Subjedtt, between science and mathematids, and between the
natural and social sciences.

Foreign_Language_Achievement

The IEA studies on the teaching of French and English as a
foreign language in selected countries found that the first and
foremost factor contributing to the different achievement levels
of pre-university students was the time spent studying foreign
languages. _That includes both the number of years and hours per
week devoted to the study of a foreign language.

United States

American high schools offer the least amount of foreign
language studies. Colleges in the United States require the
lowest level of foreign language profIciency. On the average,
college-bound students take two years of a foreign language.

Soviet Union

- The available information (Zajda, 1980)- indicates tbat
Soviet students have five years of foreign language training. In

non-Russian schools in the Soviet Union, children are required to
study three or more languages: their native tongue, Russian, and
a foreign langnage, usually English.

Japan

In Japan, English is the most commonly taugh-; foreign
language. High school students study English fi-,re hours per week
for three full years. Rohlen (1983) remarks that- on the
average, Japanese people cannot speak English well, but their
knowledge of written English is better than the average foreign
language ability_of American college graduates. This may be
related to the fact that the university entrance exam does not
include an oral English component.

France

French graduates from a Lycee have completed seven years of
foreign language treitni%g, usually English or German. According
to the type of am, one or two additional languages are
required, usually Latin, German, or English.

JudgIng by the information available, thern French
baccalaureat examination in foreign languages attempts to certify
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intellectual readiness for university work. The foreign language
baccalaureat consists_of three parts: a text which has to be
commented ont a set of questions in_the_foreign language_to_be
answered_in that language_on the same text; and a translation of
approximately half the text into French; The texts are taken
from literary,pieces, chosen from works of fictionor serious
worktiof non7fiction, and from pericidicals like Time or the
Guardian. _Like the_Japansse examinations, there is no oral
cceponent in_the baccalaureat. jk_university-bcund high school
graduate is_expected_to have a functional command of the foreign
langnage sufficient to read, comprehend, and discutt a teriout
text of moderate length.

Federal_Republic of Germanx

West German gLmnasium graduates are required to study at
least two foreign languages. At graduation, students of the
mathematics/science and the modern_language_type of _Gymnasium
have_studied English four hours per week for nine years. In
addition, the modern language-oriented Gymnasium requires at
least five years of Latin and four years of French. Students of
the classicsociented Gymnasium usually have seven years of Latin
beginning in grade 5, four years of ancient Greek beginning at
grade 8, and four years of English.

After nine years of English, the Abitur requires "a thorough
knowledge of the language upon which is built a sophisticated
understanding of_ the principles _of literary interpretation and
analysis of ideas, with a solid grounding in the specifics of the
literature of the target language" (R. Brod, Modern Language
Association of America, 1982). Unlike the baccalaurgat, in tome
states the Abitur has no translation section and the entire
examination has to be written in the foreign language.

Paul DeHart Hurd (1982) views foreign language requirements
in the Soviet Union, Japan and West Germany as a means of
qualifying students to tap the world's resources of scientific
and technologica1 information, whereas the emphasis in the United
States is on enabling students to speak a foreign language well.
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Conclusion

Comparisons_of_U.S._education with systems of education in
other_industrialized_countries are always In demand whenever the
U.S._economic_or technological superiority in-the world economy
is_in question._ We all remember-the era-of the-Sputnik shock of
the 1950s:when_the launching of:Sputnik by the Soviet_Union was
ascribed to superior education in the Soviet_Union._ American
schools were accused of a lack of_inteIlectuaI rigor and standards.
They_were_regarded as_inferiori_especially in science and mathe-
matics_education._ This interpretation seemed to be confirmed by_
the first International Mathematics Survey_in 1967,which:revealed
that 13 and,18 year-olds in:the U.S. scored lawer in mathematics
than those-iniall:of theother_countries_3tudied. Despite_serious
flaws and liMitationsi_this_study_and_others of the same series,
all_received_great_pubIic attention in_the U.S. and many other
countries._ Torsten Huseni_the first director of the International
Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA),
points out that these studies did:not relate national characteristics
ofi_educational systems to the stUdents' performance.__Despite the
effortsiby_researchers_to_point_out_that the_differences_iii_
national_scores_are_due to differences in_structure and selectivity
of_the educational_systems as well as_to the impact of social and
economic differences in student competence,:the outcry by educa-
tions' policy:makers in many countries was tremendous. Policy
makers ivored this and:interpreted differences in_average_per7.
:formance:berween_countries as due to differences in efficacy of
mathematics education.

In the 1980s the national spotlight focuses again on the
quality of education in the U.S. This time the concern is some-
what different. The competitiveness of U.S. high1 technology
products is declining- And this time it is_not_the_Soviet Union
but Japan, whicI causes_concern. Again,_the_interest in_cross-
national studies has increased. The second round of Iarge-scale
international educational achievement studies is on its way.
Past criticisms were incorporated into new study designs and
new_foci are on the curriculum, the classroom, and the student.
Preliminary results, taken from the perspective_of_other nations,
show that the 8th grade_mathematics_curriculum in the U.S. "looks
more like a program of studies for they'd of elementary school
than for the beginning of high school.' In the final year of
secondary school mathematics, students in the U.S. sample per-
formed markedly below students of the same level in other nations.
This study alSo compared changes in achievement scores of U.S.
students over_time. Overall, achievement scores of U.S. students
in college-preparatory mathematics have increased modestly since
the last international asMasment in 1967, yet mathematics achieve-
ment of U.S. 8th graders declined slightly.

Travers and McKnight, 1995; p. 409;
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Surprisingly, the Seccnd International Science study found
that the science achievement of-5th and-9th graders in the U.S.
improved considerably_between_1970 and 1983. _Comparing_achievement
scores over_time_within one country_and_reIating that to Changes
within othermatious_is relevant information for policy makers
and_curricuIum specialists. At present, however, only preliminary
results in mathematics and science are available.

_Although it is:regretable that more studies_which compare
change rates of stUdents' achievement over time have not been
launched* we must_not_forget_that_it is the underlying structure
and value of education_in these five countries which_make it
difficult to compare achievement tests in any meaningful way.

The most profound difference between the education systems
of the United States and those of West Germany,_France, Japan_and
the Soviet Union is that secondary schools and colleges in the
United States are accessible to a larger population of students.
This reflects these countries' different societal values. In the
United States, equity, practicality, and individualism are
prevalent values. In addition, governmental authority is ofcen
viewed with suspicion in the United States. These values are
mirrored in the public school.: system, which lacks directly
selective examinations during elementary and secondary education,
operates as a decentralized system, and offers vocational
subjects in high school. In the United States, public schooling
is viewed as an instrument to erase or neutralize class dis-
tinction, yet tracking is viewed by same as an internal selection
system.

In contrast, until the 1960s, France,and WestiGermany,had an
elite,,selective school systemibased on the_assumptionithat
employing fair-and uniform criteria of excellence would open the
avenues to high status occupationito everybody_who possesses the
necessary_talent and energy. Students who possess strong
acadeMic_potential are_separated_early_and taught_a separate
curricuIum,___These_students_are destined to produce high academic
achievements; but the_high achievements of a few are bought at_
the price,of excluding a significant number of-students from the
lower social-strata from academic education. Since the 1960s,
traditional WesterniEuropean structural patterns are changing and
the educational philosophy is moving closer to American values of
ensuring equal opportunity.

Another distinctive feature of American education is that
schooling is viewed as a resource which helps to meet one's own
objectives of personal_fulfillment and_selfrealization,__More-
over_i_the United_States educationalsystem_tries_to_satisfy an
ethnically diverse population. In the other four industrialized
countries, education has the accepted function of awakening in
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the student a sense of his or_her_participetion in and relation-
ship to a national community and a national tradition. In Japan,
for example, developing loyalty to one's school and deference to
the school authority is part of building v cammon spirit, which
values loyalty to society and deference to authority. In the
Soviet Union, schools are expected to prepare the individual for
a career that aims to fulfill collective societal goals.

Furtheri_there is a difference in the ways in which education
is governed and financed in the United States and the-four other
countries_. The:Soviet Union, France, and:Japan are highly centralized
systems where virtually every-important:educational decision about
school organization, the curriculum, and personnel policies are
made at the_national_level._ Only West_Germany_has_a mixed_rggional
and_state_central_system In ail of these_countriesi_tenured
teadhers_are_civil servants, with a life-time income and pension,
paid,by the:central government or by_the state government; Teadhers
in these nations_operate without much interference from parents or
the local community..

One_of_the_most_remarkable_differences_between the_United
States educational system and those of the other_four countries
concerns-examinations; In-the other four-countries, access to
higher education is controllediby national exatinations which
are based upon national acadetic standards. In the United States,
educational_institutions are_more accessible and movement_between
institutions is possible; Ideally, students can move from a com-
munity college to a university or from one university to another.

The American college entrance tests, such as the SAT, are
not closely linked to the curriculum and are not designed to be
taught. The SAT assesses acadeadc_achievements as well as poten-
tial; it does norserve as an incentive to perform better in
school. This stands in sharp contrast to the university entrance
examinations in Japan and the Soviet Union and to the school exit
exmainations in France and West Germany where these examinations
daminate the lives of college-bound students and their teachers.

The_puzzling question_for_education_policy makers is how_
can_countries with such differenteducational systems, and such
sharp differences in levels_of_adhevement and age profile,of
achievement, be so similar in level of economic development?

L_We probably Will_never find a completely_satiSfactory answer
to_this question. 1But_certainIy any explanationimust addressithe
underlying-values and goals of the-education systems_of the:_five
nations.: Policy makers must ask:the following questions. How
does each system prepare itsistudents for work? Who makes the
decisions_concerning university_adbission_requirements*_curriculum,
reacher appointments, and educational facilities? _Who finances_
the schools and universities? At what point in a student's life
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Mutt he Or she make a crucial_educational career decision? Where
do we find the 18_year-,olds_in Germany, France, J4,an, the StiViet
Union, and the U.S.? Are they still in school? In_What kind_of
school? Or are they already at the univeraity, at work, or unem-
ployed?

Education policy makers need to focus on how the existence
of a college_entraace exam or secondary school eXit exam affects
the educational standards of the secondary school, rather than
focusing mora narrowly on university entrance requirements. Such
a comparative approach sheds more light on_the factors_which in-
fltience student achievement than international comparisons which
have the Solt purpose of_finding_Out whether one nation's scores
art higher than_the_others. We then find that U.S. high school
graduates are neither well prepared to enter college,_nor are they
really prepared to enter the work place. About 40% of California's
high school graduates, for example, start working immediatly after
high school graduation. _In Germany, France_and_the Soviet Union,
hoWever, the majority of_students,_who do not enter higher educa-
tion (between SO .._60%) are well prepared to enter the work force,
and those who go on to higher education are well equipped to
enter the university. As a result, German universities do not need
to offer remedial courses.
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